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Introduction 

This is a factual report of the EU ETS stakeholder engagement meeting hosted by 

the Department of Energy and Climate Change on 12 April 2013. The aim of this 

event was to begin engagement with interested parties to inform the UK’s position on 

the future of the EU ETS after the end of the current Phase III, in 2020.  

DECC’s purpose was to provide an informal forum for discussion as a means to 

generate and share ideas on what Phase IV should look like. As such, the exercises 

designed for this event were aimed at stimulating discussion on a selection of 

themes, and to increase understanding of the challenges and opportunities ahead. 

Please note that, as a factual report of an open discussion, none of the text in this 

report should be taken to represent official government policy.  

The workshop began with a reflection on the current challenges to the System and 

the value it has added to date. The possible objectives for the UK in reforming the 

EU ETS were described and three possible core elements for the future of the 

System were suggested. There was also a brief description of a selection of other 

issues that might be considered when devising Phase IV, including the role of small 

emitters, linking to other trading schemes worldwide, harmonisation and 

simplification of the Monitoring, Reporting and Verification process, registries, 

hypothecation of auction revenues, shipping, aviation, auctioning and the scope of 

the EU ETS. The presentation used to introduce the event is available on the DECC 

website of GOV.UK  

The focus of the workshop was on the three topics suggested as core for the future 

design: cap-setting, allocation methodology and carbon leakage, and the potential 

role of market management mechanisms. There were dedicated breakout group 

sessions on each of these topics and the inputs from those discussions are captured 

in this report.  

Event participants, and others with an interest, are welcome to continue to engage 

with DECC on this agenda by providing further comments on the areas covered by 

this report or by contacting the EU ETS team to share further relevant ideas and 

information.  

 

The EU ETS Team 
Department of Energy and Climate Change 
April 2013  

https://www.gov.uk/participating-in-the-eu-ets
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CAP-SETTING breakout group  

 

This session was divided into three parts:  

1. Objectives for the phase IV cap  
2. Elements of cap-setting 
3. Options for cap-setting 

 
1. Objectives: 
The following draft potential objectives for the Phase IV cap were discussed: 

To: 
• Deliver EU emission reductions consistent with meeting stretching long term 

climate change goals to avoid dangerous climate change (above 2 degrees 
Celsius) 

• Drive EU Member State (MS) action to reduce emissions in line with the EU’s 
fair share of global effort 

• Drive UK emissions reductions at least cost in line with our statutory carbon 
budgets and target to reduce emissions by 80% by 2050 

 
In a way that: 

• Is cost effective for the UK and EU economies; 
• Provides for implementation of domestic UK policies (such as the 4th Carbon 

Budget as assumed in the 2011 Carbon Plan), where these are required in 
addition to the EU ETS to meet targets; 

• Supports the orderly functioning of the system and carbon market;  
• Avoids the need for ad hoc intervention; 
• Responds to the science of climate change ensuring the EU stays within ‘safe’ 

emission levels; 
• Is consistent with the EU’s committed effort, both unilateral and under future 

multilateral agreements; 
• Encourages abatement; 
• Does not lead to a significant loss of competitiveness for the UK or the EU. 

 

General comments made were that: 

- It is possible that the 2 degree Celsius target and required response to climate 
science may need to be revisited, for example in the light of the forthcoming 
IPCC report.  

- We should bear in mind when setting the cap that the EU amounts for only 
11% of the overall global emissions.  

- It was felt that an objective around encouraging investment for growth in low-
carbon industries was missing. 

- There was a view that, in principle, the EU ETS should be extended to as 
many sectors as possible (although this would not necessarily be workable in 
practice).  
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2. Suggested elements to consider when designing the cap for phase IV 
included: 

 
- Consideration of who is covered by the cap (what sectors are included) 
- At what level the cap applies (at company or installation level, to fuel 

suppliers, etc) 
- How EU ETS decisions are affected by other ETSs worldwide 
- How to forecast accurately and take account of how sectors are going  to 

grow 
- How cap calculations are made and on what evidence 
- Predictability: a credible mechanism that gives certainty is required - some 

industries need at least 20 years of foresight for investment so the cap should 
cover at least this period.  

- Length of the cap periods: long cap periods improve certainty because market 
has a longer term outlook. However, long periods may reduce our ability to 
respond to changes if caps are completely fixed and may increase the need 
for flexibility mechanisms.   

- Provision for flexibility to account for possible changes e.g. in the science 
- We depend on the outcomes of international negotiations and agreements to 

set the level of the cap. This would include consideration of how project 
credits are used.  

- Is a guaranteed price an important objective; if so would the cap need to be 
replaced with something that guarantees price?  

- Who should be managing (as opposed to setting) the cap?  
- How do we interpret the cap? e.g. should there be a mechanism, within the 

cap, to control the timing of flow of allowances to the market? There was a 
comment that investors would rather supply was flexible, which points to the 
need for a volume management tool.  
 

3. Options 
 
 

Option 1: a fixed cap of 40% by 2030 (analogous to Phase III). No price-management; 

not dependent on international agreement; not dependent on economics. 

Pros Cons 

- Simple and predictable 
- Guarantees emissions 

reductions by target year 
- In line with EU roadmap and 

UK carbon budgets 
- Allows price discovery 

- Not flexible (you can get a build-
up of surplus) 

- Only covers a fixed number of 
sectors 

- Doesn’t allow changes 
- Only 14 years of foresight 
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Option 2: a single fixed cap of 80% to 2050 with built-in review to troubleshoot (ex: 

built-in back-loading) 

Pros Cons 

- Long term certainty – investor 
confidence 

- Maintains price tension 
- Avoids inter-phase price 

collapse 

- Still inflexible 
- Politically difficult 
- Uncertainty  

 

Option 3: a flexible* cap from 2020 to 2040 with a cap range (ex 40-70%).  

*to adapt to science, economy, international agreement, other sectors coming in. 

Pros Cons 

- Less government control 
- Stable price – market 

certainty and responds well to 
shocks 

- Difficult to operate – lots of 
potential for interference 

- Less government control 
- Politically difficult 
- Costly to administrate for 

governments and for businesses 
- Less environmental certainty of 

outcome 
- Open to speculation 

 

Option 4: No cap as such but a central-bank style price floor (e.g. relative to fossil fuel 

prices)  

Pros Cons 

- Price certainty 
- Less need for additional 

policy mechanisms in MSs 
- Certainty of revenue for 

governments  

- Very exposed to changes outside 
the EU (ex: prices in international 
markets) 

- No environmental outcome 
certainty 

- Potentially internationally 
unpopular 

- Not cost effective 
- Possible preference for existing 

technologies (so no innovation) 
- Need an additional institution to 

administrate. 
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ALLOCATION METHODOLOGIES AND CARBON LEAKAGE breakout group  

This session was divided into three parts:  

1. Aims and principles of allocation methodologies 
2. Discussion of the current mechanism of free allocation mechanism and 

carbon leakage assessment - What works well? What doesn’t?  
3. Options to address the aims and principles and mapping exercise  

 
1. Aims and principles of allocation mechanism(s) 

 
As a basis for discussion, views were sought on the following draft aims of allocation 

mechanism(s) 

 

A comment was made that the mechanism should not be transitional but constant to 
reflect sectors’ abilities to reduce emissions. The group participants agreed to amend 
the aims as follows: 

  

    

The group then discussed the high level principles that should be taken into account 

when designing mechanism to achieve the overarching aims above, which included:  

- Should take account of individual sectors’ technical potential to abate and the 
technical restraints 

- Interventions should be limited to outside the trading period; 
- Carbon leakage assessments should have trigger points and should account of 

cumulative impacts of energy and climate change policy;   
- Consumption emissions should be captured where possible;  
- Domestic measures should be taken into account when assessing carbon 

leakage risk. 
 
 
 
 
 

Suggested aim of mechanism(s) (for discussion):  

 Transitional measure for industrial installations to lessen the risk of a 
‘shock’ from exposure to the carbon price signal but at the same time 
enable them to contribute towards emission reduction 

 Measure to address significant risk of carbon leakage  

 Measure to address competiveness distortions 

Suggested aim of mechanism(s) (for discussion):  

 Equalisation measure for industrial installations to lessen the risk of a 
‘shock’ from exposure to the carbon price signal but at the same time 
enable them to contribute towards emission reduction 

 Measure to address significant risk of carbon leakage  

 Measure to address competiveness distortions 
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2. Discussion of the current mechanism of free allocation mechanism and 
carbon leakage assessment - What works well? What doesn’t?  
 

The group discussed what does or does not work well with the current system, which 

included: 

- Current methodology does not look to the future and does not take account of 
new landscapes  

- Data issue with carbon leakage – poor financial data and needs to be more 
rigorous. 

- Benchmarking and carbon leakage assessment does not take abatement 
potential into account  
 

3. Mechanism options  
 

The aim of the exercise was to discuss what feasible options are available for 
mechanisms to address the aims and principles agreed at the beginning of the 
session. In the interests of time, a wide set of options were provided that were 
collated on the basis of published literature. The group was also invited to add to the 
list of options for discussion.  
 
For each option the group briefly list the pros and cons as below: 

 

Option 1: Free allocation determined by harmonised benchmarks 

Pros Cons 

- Current system - Too complicated for some sectors 
- Bad for the UK as industry tends to 

be more specialised rather than 
making large volume, harmonised 
products. 

- Benchmarking approach (i.e. top 
10% should vary depending on 
sector 

 

Option 2: Sector agreements  

Pros Cons 

- Attractive to European industries 
with global trade exposure e.g. 
steel sector 

- Nothing currently in place to facilitate 
agreements 
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Option 3: Ex-post adjustments of free allocation  

Pros Cons 

- Positive for industry 
- Flexibility of techniques  
- Rewards efficiency  
- May increase carbon price 

- No guarantee of meeting cap 
- European Commission would oppose 

 

Option 4: Financial compensation  

Pros Cons 

- Better than nothing - Ad-hoc – it needs to be fair and equal  
- Depends on political opinion  

 

Option 5: Exempt sectors at significant risk of carbon leakage   

Pros Cons 

- Simplest  - Would send a bad signal to other 
countries 

- Inconsistency    

 

Option 6: Flexible new entrant regulations  to encourage growth 

Pros Cons 

- Provides operators with early 
certainty 

- Won’t address carbon leakage 

 

Option 7: Border adjustment/ inclusion mechanisms   

Pros Cons 

- Can be World trade organisation 
compliant  

- Can equalise competitive 
distortion  

- Political leverage   

- Practical delivery concerns  
- Different techniques will work for 

different sectors 
- Retaliation from other countries likely    
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Option 8: Equivalent international policy measures   

Pros Cons 

- Ideal solution  - Equitable enforcement  
- If not implemented consistently 

reporting may be unreliable 

 

Option 9: (Group developed option) Introduction of ‘sector bubbles’ which 

would have their own ETS   

Pros Cons 

- greater flexibility 
- no dependence on other sectors’ 

reaction to rules   

- Issues would still remain  

 

The options were then mapped against a workability (e.g. negotiation, administration, 

compliance…) and efficiency (the degree to which the options achieve the objectives 

and principles) criteria as below: 
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MARKET MANAGEMENT breakout group 

Market management was considered in a relatively broad sense - encompassing a 

number of possible mechanisms that would allow supply (or price) in the market to 

adapt or be managed during the System’s lifetime. 

The discussion was focused around 3 main questions: 

1. What market failures or market design problems exist in the carbon market that 

market management could address, if any? 

2. What are the possible options? 

3. Which options best address the market or policy design failures identified and 

what risks do these options present? 

There was general agreement that the EU ETS was working on some levels – as 

emissions were under the cap and the market allowed reductions to be achieved at 

least cost. Many thought the market was facing problems but some thought that only 

events like large scale non-compliance would demonstrate that the market was not 

working. There was a split in opinion about whether any of the problems in the 

market were the ones that market management should be used to address. 

There was agreement that credible and long term targets would be beneficial for the 

market although there was scepticism from some over whether the required level of 

credibility would be possible given targets were politically determined and so might 

change. Some raised the issue that existing targets may not be in line with long term 

goals and that the system was suffering inertia / having limited impact as 2020 

targets had largely been met already. 

The highest level of agreement was about the difficulty posed to the market of a mis-

match between supply and demand, demonstrated by current levels of surplus in the 

market. However, there was less agreement about whether market management 

should aim to address this with some indicating that they were concerned that 

potential fixes could be worse than the initial problem. Whilst the surplus is 

commonly attributed to over-supply it was also noted that it could be seen as a result 

of under-demand from production levels that had been driven low by the recession. 

Other issues discussed included: 

- Long term price swings, the impact of this on ability to make investments and 

whether price movements were exacerbated by Commission interventions. 

Questions were raised by some about whether investment in low carbon should 

be an objective of the carbon market; 

- Ability of the market to respond to changing circumstances – supply is currently 

fixed but the market can adjust price (and secondary market supply) in response 

to circumstances; 

- Reliance on historic baselines to set targets and allocations.  
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The group reviewed and added to a list of possible market management 

mechanisms: 

a. Price floor and / or ceiling e.g. auction reserve price 

b. Use of a supply reserve to manage supply: 

i. in relation to demand e.g. GDP, installation closures, or changes in 

overlapping policies 

ii. to cap the surplus i.e. managing supply to a certain level over a period 

of time taking into account market surpluses 

c. Adjustment of project credit access according to either price, demand or 

scarcity 

d. Dynamic benchmarking – ex-post adjustment of free allocation in relation to 

levels of production (potentially from a supply reserve).  

e. Adjustment of supply to account for closures and capacity reductions, with 

allowances added to the NER and surplus NER cancelled at phase end. 

f. Expiry dates or an inflation rate for allowances  

g. Restrictions on banking or borrowing between phases 

h. A carbon bank (similar to a monetary policy committee) 

i. No market management 

j. A long term and credible cap 

By a slim majority the group preferred the no market management (option i) and as 

noted above there was broad agreement over a long term credible cap (option j) as 

desirable in any case with mixed opinions about whether this would address the 

issues identified.  

If market management was going to be implemented then the group identified supply 

management in some form (options b and e) as preferred and directly aimed at 

potential supply demand mis-matches. The group largely ruled out options f, g and h 

and with one exception option a on the grounds that these options were too radical 

and would in most instances work against the logic of the market and impair price 

formation. There was some support from a few members of the group for options c 

and d. It was also noted that options need not be mutually exclusive. 
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Some of the issues the group discussed in relation to implementing market 

management included: 

- Risks of increased complexity and the need to ensure predictability and 

transparency;  

- That the market price should move according to fundamentals and any policy 

mechanism should aim to support the market in responding to fundamentals; 

- Unpredictable intervention reduces the horizon of the market/makes it more short 

term; 

- Closures are a defined event but potential for cycle where closures lead to cap 

tightening which increase the price leading to further closures; 

- Whether policy can do a better job than the market of responding to changing 

circumstances. Predicting the future is difficult, which means the cap might not be 

set right but also means that any intervention could be wrong; Potential carbon 

leakage and competitiveness impacts of interventions and whether revenue 

recycling could be used to address this (e.g. through innovation fund) or whether 

other mechanisms were needed to address carbon leakage. 
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